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Cfie Commontoealtfi of illajfjfacfiusfetts;
Department of Corporations and Taxation,
State House, Boston, June 1, 1937.
As Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation, I submit herewith the Thirti-
eth Annual Report on the Statistics of Municipal Finances of the cities and
towns of the Commonwealth for the financial year 1935. This report was prepared
under the immediate direction of Mr. Theodore N. Waddell, Director of Accounts in
the Department, and contains data relative to the finances of the municipalities
of the Commonwealth, together with tabulations compiled from the returns made
by the several city and town oflScials.
HENRY F. LONG,
Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation.
[i]
tlTfje Commontuealtf) of iHtasfsiacfjujfettjai
REPORT ON THE STATISTICS OF
MUNICIPAL FINANCES—1935
Hon. Henry F. Long, Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation,
State House, Boston.
Sir: — I submit herewith the Thirtieth Annual Report on the Statistics of Munici-
pal Finances for the year 1935 when for the first time the financial year coincides with
the calendar year in all the municipalities of the Commonwealth.
This report has been prepared on the same general plan as previous reports, and
makes available comparable receipts and expenditures for all the municipalities. In
making a comparison with the years subsequent to 1931 due allowance should be made
for the manner in which the cities and towns adjusted their finances to meet the
changed conditions. The essential activities were not eliminated, but the cost of
government was reduced by means of salary cuts or by contributions received from
municipal employees and applied toward this cost.
The figures in this report are affected by partial restoration of salary cuts and reduc-
tions in contributions of municipal employees which necessarily affects comparisons
with previous years, and in those communities which adopted the contributory method
in lieu of salary cuts the reduced contribution is reflected in the revenue account.
A general revision of the municipal finance statute and more particularly the sec-
tion regulating borrowing was enacted in 1913. The incurring of debt was restricted
to definite purposes, and the terms of loans fixed so that the debt would be liquidated
well within the life of the object for which it was incurred. Sinking funds were
abolished in 1913, and all debt thereafter incurred was to be issued on a serial basis,
the annual payments in any year to be not less than the amounts payable in any
subsequent year.
Legislation enacted to accomplish these purposes has proved both desirable and
practical and has placed our cities and towns on a sound financial basis, but the depres-
sion came and brought new problems. Without changing the general laws on munici-
pal finance, special laws were enacted from time to time to furnish reUef during this
period.
Now that we appear to be safely emerging from the depression, I will state briefly
the measures adopted and methods followed during the period.
Chapter 49 of the Acts of 1933 established an Emergency Finance Board of five
members composed of three appointed by the Governor, the State Treasurer and the
Director of Accounts. This Board was created for the specific purpose of approving
or disapproving proposed loans from the Commonwealth to cities and towns based
on the tax titles held by them.
The need of spreading some of the cost of welfare was met by the passage of Chap-
ter 307 of the Acts of 1933 which provided that loans could be issued only with the
approval of the Emergency Finance Boajd. Chapter 366 of the Acts of 1933 pro-
vided for borrowing by cities and towns for P.W.A. projects, these loans, under the
terms of the act, being subject to the approval of the Emergency Finance Board.
Similar legislation was passed for each of the years 1934, 1935 and 1936, loans under
afl of these acts requiring approval by the Board.
Opportunity for a great increase in municipal debt was thus offered, but it is very
gratifying to note the results as shown in the following table:
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This table shows that the automatic operation of the serial payment plan of pro-
viding for debt has absorbed all the new debt incurred in the depression era; in fact,
there has been a material decrease in indebtedness.
It is difficult to show the exact extent of the increase in debt occasioned by Public
Works Projects as there was no uniform method followed in 1933 either by the munici-
palities or by the Emergency Finance Board, since no one knew how the Federal
Government would make payments of the grants allotted. The Government proposed
that its grants be apphed to the liquidation of the debt; hence the authorized loans
would greatly exceed the amounts needed in case the borrowings were made from
sources other than the Government and the grants used to pay the cost of the projects.
Massachusetts municipalities could borrow at a lower rate of interest than that charged
by the Federal Government, so that there were only three cases where borrowings
were made from the Government. The dates of authorizing Public Works loans do
not in many cases correspond with the dates when the loans were actually made, but
the debt actually issued is included in the figures reported.
The Public Welfare and Work Relief loans included in the analysis tables showing
net debt as of the first of the year were issued as follows
:
1933 Chapter 307 $12,212,053 .00
1934 Chapter 335 1,533,500.00
1935 Chapter 188 14,180,220.00
1936 Chapter 80 13,679,345.27
The reduction of debt in 1934 would make an even better showing had it not been
for the Financial Year Adjustment loans authorized for those cities which were com-
pelled to change their financial year to correspond with the calendar year in accord-
ance with the provisions of Chapter 229 of the Acts of 1934. This accounted for
$4,093,500 of debt, but notwithstanding these adjustment loans, the rehef loans, and
the Public Works Administration loans, there is an actual decrease in funded or fixed
debt since January 1, 1932, of $22,902,735.
It may be said that without reserves which have been drawn upon there would not
have been such a showing. This is true, but the lack of such reserves would not have
materially affected the picture. This accomplishment in the field of finance is the
result of careful planning estabhshed through education, and we should now devote
our time to the spending side. It cannot be said that increased taxes are a result of
debt, for the latter is constantly decreasing and is bound to continue in that direction
for the next five to ten years, even though there should be further relief legislation
similar to that of the past four years. However, so long as we continue our public
activities, in fact increase them, there can be no hope for tax reduction; hence the
necessity of studying the spending side, for it is the operating costs which account for
increases in the tax rates of our cities and towns and not new debts.
Revenue for current charges in 1935 increased $16,270,426, or 5.7 per cent, increases
being reflected in all classes with the exception of grants and gifts, cemeteries, and
premiums received on loans. The figures for 1934 included a grant from the Federal
Government of $3,212,506, based upon relief expenditures for the last quarter of 1933,
and this, together with the reduction in contributions of municipal employees accounts
for the greatly reduced revenue received from grants and gifts. The increase in
receipts from taxes is not entirely available for expenses of maintenance, since
$5,216,114 of this increase represents the additional amount paid to the State from
tax title redemptions over the amount paid in the previous year.
Current charges against revenue for maintenance and operation increased $17,-
563,281, or 7.5 per cent. This increase is reflected in each class of expenditure except
administration of trust funds.
The unclassified item of expense is distorted on account of a large amount of E.R.A.
and W.P.A. expenditures that could not be allocated to a particular department or
acti\'ity. The different projects have been classified as to maintenance and outlays
wherever it has been possible to do so.
Interest pajTnents show a decrease on account of lower interest rates on temporary
loans and also because of the actual reduction of funded debt. The increase in pay-
ments of debt from revenue is due to the short-term welfare loans of 1933 and 1934.
Tax title redemptions represent the amount redeemed by those cities and towns that
had borrowed from the State on account of tax titles held.
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The net funded or fixed debt of all municipalities at the close of the year 1935 was
$298,692,687, a decrease of $3,697,874. Temporary debt reported was $89,252,841, as
compared with $90,930,408 for the previous year, a decrease of $1,677,567. Included
in the temporary debt are tax title loans of $10,942,760, an mcrease of $496,010. The
amount borrowed during the year on account of tax titles by aU the cities and towns
was $10,110,526, and the amount redeemed, $9,614,516.
Cities and towns do not actually borrow against the tax title, but the amount of tax
titles held is the basis for determining the amount that may be approved by the
Emergency Finance Board and the amount that may be loaned by the State Treasurer.
The statute which provides for the issue of tax title loans also provides that all sums
paid to redeem the tax titles in those cities and towns which have borrowed on account
of tax titles shall be paid over monthly to the State Treasurer and applied to the
liquidation of the loan. After four years' trial of releasing frozen assets, we are con-
vinced that the redemptions will care for every loan made and that there will be no
need of levying an additional tax to liquidate these loans. It will be noted that there
has been an increase in these loans, the reason for this being that our municipalities,
which are naturally very conservative, have come to believe that these loans are
equally as sound as other municipal loans and by issuing them they have avoided the
necessity of levying additional taxes.
The total net funded or fixed debt January 1, 1937, which is shown in the tables on
pages xx-v to xxxi was $293,581,864, and the tax title loans, $14,952,320, as compared
with $298,699,832 net funded or fixed debt, and $10,942,760 tax title loans, Janu-
ary 1, 1936.
For cities, the total net funded or fixed debt, excluding tax title loans which are in
reality temporary debt, was $253,070,973, a decrease of $3,365,454; for the to\^Tis over
5,000 population it was $30,723,670, a decrease of $1,998,806; and for the towns
under 5,000 population it was $9,787,221, a decrease of $246,292.
The tables on pages xxiii and xxiv show the total debt, exclusive of tax title and
temporary loans, for each year from 1910 to 1935 and the ratio of net funded or fixed
debt to assessed valuation.
The Certification of Town and District Notes.
The decrease in the number of notes certified and the amount of temporary loans
issued is undoubtedly due to the earlier collection of taxes and to the distribution to
the towns of one-half of the income tax. The receipt of this revenue in the early part
of the year has made it unnecessary for some of the towns to borrow such large
amounts in anticipation of revenue.
The number of notes certified and the amount of loans represented since the town
note act took effect on January 1, 1911, are shown in the following table:
Years.
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The Auditing of Accounts and Installation of Accounting Systems.
During the year ending April 30, 1937, eight systems of accounts have been in-
stalled, bringing the total to 233 cities, towns and districts now operating under the
uniform system of accounts.
Audits have been made in 187 cities, towns and districts during the year, and assist-
ance has been rendered upon request of local authorities to accounting and financial
officers in 30 other municipalities.
Although from the number of audits made it would appear that more than half of
all the cities and towns in the Commonwealth were audited during the year, giving the
impression that all the municipalities in the State can be audited once in two years,
nevertheless, such is not the case. This is explained by the fact that over 100 munici-
palities are being audited annually upon request or in accordance with local by-laws
or ordinances requiring such annual audits, with the result that the periodic audits
cannot be made as often as we should like to make them.
The increased amount of work which the accounting officers are required to do as a
result of new legislation and general economic conditions undoubtedly reflected upon
the quality of their work in some instances, thereby increasing the length of our
audits and, consequently, their cost to the municipalities.
The increasing demand for annual audits and for assistance from the officials of our
cities and towns would indicate that our work is being appreciated generally, and it is
gratifying to note that the system of accounts recommended for cities and towns is
proving of real value, judging from the number of petitions from municipahties for
the installation of the uniform system of accounts.
Conclusion.
One of the consequences of the economic depression has been that the public has
become "tax conscious." Organizations and individuals are showing active interest
in the cost of government and are constantly demanding such statistical information
as is given in this publication as well as additional data pertaining to specific functions
of government. Attention is constantly being called to the burdens imposed by
taxation, but no reductions in taxation can be effected so long as the citizens demand
more extensive and varied service. Furthermore, the staggering cost of aid and relief
brought about by the depression is not yet showing very appreciable reduction, and
such reductions, as have been made, are more than offset by the cost of such new func-
tions as are occasioned by the demand for liberal social security legislation.
As in the past, the office of the Division has been constantly open to receive and
welcome all those calling for information and assistance. Investors in municipal
securities are availing themselves of the information on hand relative to the financial
condition of our municipalities, while municipal officers and interested citizens are pre-
senting their problems for solution and officials are requesting assistance in their
increasing duties. This information service, together with the added work resulting
from emergency legislation affecting municipahties, has greatly increased the work of
the Division.
I wish to express my appreciation of the very helpful suggestions and support given
me by Mr. Henry F. Long, Commissioner of Corporations and Taxation, to the entire
office force of the Division, and especially to Miss Hannah M. Varney, who for many
years has had general charge of the clerical work and the preparation of the tabula-




State House, Boston, June 1, 1937.
PLAN OF THE REPORT.
The statistical presentations of this report, following the introductory matter, are
arranged in three principal parts, devoted respectively to the finances of (I) the 39
cities; (II) the 87 towns having a population of 5,000 or over; and (III) the 229
towns having a population of less than 5,000. In all the tabulations, unless otherwise




This part is subdivided as follows: — (A) Summary of Financial Transactions;
(B) Receipts from Revenue; (C) Payments for Maintenance and Interest; (D) In-
debtedness; and (E) Cash Balances.
(A) Summary of Financial Transactions.
This division consists of a summary table (designated Table I) or general survey
of all the financial transactions of the 39 cities of the Commonwealth (pp. 4-27) . The
several cities, with the exception of Boston, which has financial transactions of such
magnitude as to warrant presentation independently of the other cities, are arranged,
for purposes of comparison, according to the population of the Massachusetts Census
of 1935, typographical considerations making it necessary to adopt an arbitrary group-
ing of four municipalities to a page.
(B) Receipts from Revenue.
Table II (pp. 30, 31) shows receipts from General and Table III (pp. 32, 33) receipts
from Commercial Revenue. The former consists of taxes, licenses and permits, fines
and forfeits, grants and gifts, and all other general revenue; while the latter is com-
posed of revenue from special assessments (whether for expenses or outlays), privileges,
departmental earnings, public service enterprises, cemeteries, and interest.
Table IV (pp. 34-42) is an exhibit of classified Departmental Earnings (being the
detail of Column D of Table III), from which may be seen the amount of revenue
received by the several municipalities from their various departments. Unclassified
receipts are excluded because of their diversity. This table is self-explanatory and
is suggestive as disclosing the varying degree to which different cities have discovered
opportunities for revenue from this source.
Table V (p. 43) is a tabulation of interest receipts classified so as to show the amount
of interest derived from money on deposit, from deferred taxes and special assessments,
from public trust funds (sub-classified according to particular funds, so far as is practi-
cable), from investment funds, and from miscellaneous sources.
Table VI (p. 44) presents a summary of revenue receipts, giving within the scope of
a single table in a form convenient for comparison the receipts from all sources of
revenue of the 39 cities.
It is of interest to note that of the total revenue receipts of the 39 cities of the Com-
monwealth for the year covered by the report, 80.1 per cent is from general revenue
sources and 19.9 per cent from commercial revenue sources. The revenue receipts
of the city of Boston are 79.0 per cent from general and 21.0 per cent from commer-
cial sources.
(C) Payments for Maintenance and Interest.
The tables in this division, VII to X, inclusive (pp. 46-68), exhibit gross payments,
classified in detail, on account of the maintenance cost, or what are sometimes called
the "current expenses" of the various departments or kinds of municipal services.
Interest payments are similarly but separately shown, not only because it is desirable
to exhibit this item of expense independently, but because interest is properly a capital
rather than a departmental charge.
It would be most interesting and significant, too, if we could calculate the net cost
of the several munici'pal services so as to show the actual burden of each upon the
taxpayer, and it might be supposed that such a figure could be obtained simply by
deducting the earnings of a department from the amount necessary to maintain it;
but there is as yet on the part of accounting authorities no clear or general under-
standing as to what receipts should be treated as departmental earnings, thereby
constituting a proper offset to expense, and what, on the other hand, being in the
nature of an assessment upon the taxpayer rather than a charge upon the citizen,
cannot be legitimately deducted from a gross cost figure in order to obtain net cost of
maintenance.
In comparing certain departmental expenses, large differences will occasionally be
noted for the same class of service, the reason for which is not sufficiently apparent
to warrant nur attempting to assign it without more or less exhaustive inquiry. Mean-
while the differences, even for a single year, which may be noted in these comparative
X P.D.79.
tables for cities of approximately the same size should stimulate local discussion for
the purpose of ascertaining whether a satisfactory explanation can be found.
From the interest table (p. 68) we note that the total interest burden of the 39 cities
for the year covered by the report was $15,776,786.46, of which $7,653,157.84, or 48.5
per cent, was interest on the general debt; $1,025,549.19, or 6.5 per cent, was inter-
est on revenue and other temporary loans; and the remaining $7,098,079.43, or 45.0
per cent, was for interest on account of public service enterprise and cemetery loans,
metropolitan assessments for sewer, park, and water purposes, and miscellaneous
debt not specified.
(D) Indebtedness.
Table XI (p. 70) shows the outstanding indebtedness classified by the character of
the obligation; Table XII (p. 71), the relation of indebtedness to valuation, the valu-
ation figures as reported to the Tax Commissioner being used; Table XIII (p. 72),
the debt transactions for 1935, classified according to the character of the obligation;
Table XIV (p. 73) shows separately the payments to the state sinking and loan funds;
and Table XV (p. 74) shows the method of meeting debt requirements from taxation.
A tabulation which gives figures for the funded or fixed debt and the net debt only
of a municipality does not, however, tell the whole story of the debt burden. Revenue
loans, it is true, are not included in reckoning the limit of indebtedness under the law;
but though they are temporary transactions with uncollected taxes presumably as an
offsetting asset, they constitute in fact a permanent burden, since they are as a class
annually recurrent. Loans in anticipation of bond issues, although of a temporary
character, are in reality fixed debt (having no assets as an offset) and in Table XII
are included in the total of funded or fixed debt and reckoned in determining the net
debt. Table XI (p. 70) has therefore been prepared for the purpose of showing the
aggregate outstanding indebtedness, including not only the funded or fixed debt, but
also temporary debt and warrants or orders unpaid.
The net funded or fixed debt is found by deducting from the total funded or fixed
debt the amount which has been set aside in sinking funds to pay the debt when due.
Funded or fixed debt does not include revenue loans or outstanding warrants or orders,
because these debts are considered temporary, and it is assumed that such obligations
are offset by theoretically "quick" assets. Thus, revenue loans are offset by uncol-
lected taxes, and warrants or orders bv cash on hand.
The table of debt transactions (p. 72) is of interest as showing the amount of debt
incurred during the fiscal year 1935 for the several purposes specified, and the amount
of debt cancelled during the year, excepting pavments to the state sinking and loan
funds on account of metropolitan assessments for sewer, park, and water purposes,
and payments to counties on account of debt incurred for hospital purposes. These
pa^TTients represent the cancellation of a portion of the city's debt incurred by the
State and Countv on their account, and for this reason are excluded.
Included in the term "General Loans" in the table of debt transactions are not
only loans issued for general purposes, but likewise all loans whether specified as for
school, fire, or police, etc., purposes, since these could not be shown separately by
figures which would be comparable.
Payments to the state sinking and loan funds on account of miscellaneous items and
metropolitan sewer, park, and water assessments are shown separately in Table XIA"
(p. 73). The aggregate amount thus paid for the 39 cities in 1935 was $1,534,077.27.
Table XV (p. 74) is of interest as showing the relative use by the 39 cities of Massa-
chusetts of the two methods of meeting their debt obligations. The payments to the
state sinking and loan funds on account of miscellaneous items and metropoHtan assess-
ments and payments to the county for debt incurred for hospital purposes are in-
cluded in this table in order to show the annual debt charges against revenue, but
they are assessments and not properly charged as a serial or municipal sinking fund
payment.
(E) Cash Balances.
Table XVI (p. 76) shows the amount of cash on hand bpld by the treasurer and
departments at the beginning and close of the fiscal year 1935.
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Part II.— Towns over 5,000 Population.
The subdivisions of this part are as follows: — (A) Summary of Financial Trans-
actions; (B) Indebtedness; (C) Cash Balances.
The tables in Division A, Summary of Financial Transactions (pp. 80-127), are
similar in form and detail to those given for the cities in Part I, the towns being
arranged according to population, with the exception of Brookline, the largest town,
which is presented separately as its transactions are scarcely comparable with those of
any other town. The tables in the division devoted to Indebtedness (II, III, IV, V,
and VI, on pp. 130-137, inclusive) are similar to those given for the cities, and the com-
ments made in the latter connection are likewise applicable to the towns. The state-
ments of Cash Balances (pp. 140, 141) for the towns are also self-explanatory.
Part III.— Towns under 5,000 Population.
The subdivisions of this part are as follows: — (A) Summary of Financial Trans-
actions; (B) Indebtedness; (C) Cash Balances. They are presented on the same
plan as the towns of over 5,000 population, which are shown in Part II.

ANALYSIS TABLES
I. Excess or Deficiency of Revenue
A. Cities
B. Towns over 5,000 Population
II. Revenue Charges for Maintenance, Interest, and Debt Requirements
A. Cities
B. Towns over 5,000 Population
III. Comparative Statement for the Cities of Valuation, Revenue for Current Charges, and
Current Charges against Revenue
IV. Comparative Debt Statements
A. Aggregate Municipal Indebtedness— Comparisons for 1910, 1933, 1934, and 1935.
B. Aggregate Municipal Indebtedness— General and Enterprise Debt
C. Net Funded or Fixed Debt and Assessed Valuation
V. Net Debt January 1. 1937. and Ratio of Net Debt to Valuation
A. Cities
B. Towns over 5,000 Population
C. Towns under 5,000 Population
[xiii]
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Aggregate Municipal Indebtedness— Comparisons for 1910, 1933, 1934 fl"<^ 1935.
All Municipalities.
Classification . 1933 1934 1935
General debt
Public service enterprise debt
Total gross funded or fixed debt
Sinking funds deducted
Net funded or fixed debt






Aggregate Municipal Indebtedness— General and Enterprise Debt.
All Municipalities.
XXIV P.D. 79.
Aggregate Municipal Indebtedness— General and Enterprise Debt— Concluded.
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SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING
DECEMBER 31, 1935
P.D. 79.








Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.




























On sinking funds .



























































Offsets to outlays ......
Departmental .......
Public service enterprises .....
Cemeteries .......
Municipal indebtedness .....
Loans, general purposes .....
Loans, public service enterprises ....
Loans, cemeteries ......
Bonds refunded, current year ....
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
.
Unpaid warrants or orders, current year
Premiums .......
Transfers .......
From sinking funds ......
All other .......
Refunds ........
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State ....
Taxes for county ......
Reimbursements for grade crossings





















Revenue and offsets to outlays ....
Premiums ........
Municipal indebtedness .....
Transfers and refunds ......
Agency, trust, and investment ....
Total receipts ......


































Administration of trust funds
Interest ......
Loans, general purposes




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporarji loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ......
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ......
Refunds ......
Agency, trust, and investment
.
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county ....
Expenditures for grade crossings .
Sinking and other permanent funds































































Maintenance and interest ....
Permanent debt (except from sinking funds) .
Sinking fund requirements from revenue
Outlays .......
Permanent debt from sinking funds
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans .....
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and refunds
Agency, trust, and investment
Total payments .....























1 Includes S71,916.67 paid from Federal grants for outlays.
' Includes serial payments amoimting to $646,227.09.
P.D. 79J


















P*roperty, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits



















































































































































Loans, general purposes .
Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries .
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)






Ag^ency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county ....
Reimbursements for grade crossings .

























































Agency, trust, and investment
Total receipts












$32,052,321.47 $26,670,894.02 $18,078,312.95 $11,263,675.59
1,884,533.99 1,543,965.94 950,624.26 663,621.30
$33,936,855.46 $28,214,859.96 $19,028,937.21 $11,817,296.89
1 Includes $12.50 from administration of trust funds.
* Includes $26,290 applied to payment of interest on loans.
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 1935 — Continued.
P.D. 79.

















Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits




























On trust and investment funds
AU other ....






































































































































Loans, general purposes .
Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries .
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)






Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county ....
Reimbursements for grade crossings .
Sinking and other permanent funds .
All other .....






































































Agency, trust, and investment
Total receipts .






























$15,195,944.10 $14,152,072.55 $11,906,507.92 $12,783,540.16
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 19So Continued.
10 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Cities
RECEIPTS.
Lawrence Quincy Newton Brockton
Population Population Population Population
86,785 76,909 66,14* 62,407
REVENUE.
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 19S5— Continued.
11
12 P.D. 79.

















Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
License? and permits




























On trust and investment funds
All other ....































































































































Loans, general purposes .
Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries .
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)






Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county ....
Reimbursements for grade crossings .
Sinking and other permanent funds .
All other .....





































































Agency, trust, and investment
Total receipts .






























$8,178,401.88 $6,550,315.69 $8,988,376.90 $5,934,216.30
1 Includes S25 from administration of trust funds. See "Unclassified.'
2 Includes $355,155.05 from gas.
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 1935— Continued.
13
14 P.D. 79.

















Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits




























On trust and investment funds
All other ....
$3,076,313.82 $3,258,183.96 $2,611,934.45 $2,729,403.87
NON-REVENUE.





Loans, general purposes .
Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries .
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)






Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county ....
Reimbursements for grade crossings .





















































































































































































Agency, trust, and investment
Total receipts . .





























$5,949,312.24 $6,442,592.62 $5,435,414.16 $6,636,769.78
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 1935— Continued.
15
16 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Cities
P.D. 79.
18 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Cities
RECEIPTS.
Revere Beverly Northampton Melrose
Population Population Population Population




Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits






























On trust and investment funds
All other ....































































































































Loans, general purposes .
Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries .
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans






Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county ....
Reimbursements for grade crossings .
Sinking and other permanent funds .
All other .....











haded According to Population of 19S5— Continued.
19
20 P.D. 79.|














Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits







































Loans, general purposes .
Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries .
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)






Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Tares for county ....
Reimbursements for grade crossings .















































































































































Agency, trust, and investment
Total receipta































































Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .




















From, revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or oriers, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
AU other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings















Property, poll, and income .
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits
Fines and forfeits ....








































































































Loans, general purposes .
Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)






Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Reimbursements for grade crossings




































Revenue and offsets to outlays .
Premiums ......
Municipal indebtedness ....
Tran.sfers and refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Total receipts
. .





























Protection of persons and property ..... 84,003.36









Public service enterprises........ 21,495.^5




Administration of trust funds ....... -
Interest 29,561.48
Loans, general purposes ........ 27,522.38
Loans, public service enterprises ...... 2,039.10
Loans, cemeteries ......... -
Outlays 124,715.77
Departmental 54,791.81
General government ........ -
Protection of persons and property ..... 19,263.20







Public service enterprises........ 69,923.96
Electric light ......... -
Water 69,923.96
All other .......... -
Cemeteries .......... -
Municipal indebtedness 697,206.37
From sinking funds ........ —
From revenue and other sources ...... '129,600.16
Bonds refunded, current year ....... 12,606.21
Temporarj/ toans (including revenue loans) .... 665,000.00
Warrants or orders, previous years ...... -
Transfers 6,487.43
To sinking funds from revenue....... -
Another 6,487.43
Refunds 1,951.26
Agency, trust, and investment ...... 68,610.44
Taxes and licenses for Slate ....... 25,700.00
Taxes for county . .
_
24,387.60
Expenditures for grade crossings ...... —
















































Maintenance and interest ........ $614,726.44
Permanent debt (except from sinking funds) .... 1129,600.16
Sinking fund requirements from revenue ..... -
Outlays 124,715.77
Permanent debt from sinking funds ...... -
Bonds refunded, current year ....... 12,606.21
Temporary loans ......... 555,000.00
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and refunds .... 8,438.69
Agency, trust, and investment ....... 68,610.44
Total payments $1,513,697.71















Summary of Financial Transactions. Cities




Taxea . . . . . . . . . ' 167,738,953. S^
Property, poll, and income 161,761,746.47
Corporation, bank, eto 5,977,206.85
Licenaes and permits............ 4,71S,341 .61
Fines and forfeits 368,142.64





Special assessments ............ 1,230,645 .58
To meet expenses 694,307.71




Protection of persons and property......... 168,524 . 76
Health and sanitation . . 924,613.21
Highways 132,537.77












On sinking funds s 1,523,583.26
On trust and investment funds ......... 1,113,526.99
AU other 2,937,273.69
NON-REVENUE. $227,231,080.45
Offsets to outlays 969,626.52
Departmental 812,826.78
Public service enterprises ........... 166,789.04
Cemeteries 1,010.70
Municipal indebtednes* 179,110,542.76
Loans, general purposes ........... 33,805,525.80
Loans, public service enterprises .......... 2,184,000 .00
Loans, cemeteries ............ —
Bonds refunded, current year .......... 3,952,931 . 62
jTemporarj/ ioans (including revenue loans) ........ 137,368,816.89
Unpaid warrants or orders, current year ........ 1,730,217 .41
Premiums ............. 69,051.14
Transfers 10,476,893.46
From sinking funds * 6,696,227 .09
Another 3,781,666.37
Refunds 2,475,828.59
Agency, trust, and investment ......... 34,198,189.12
Taxes and licenses for State 6,986,472.33
Taxes for county ............ 7,660,284.82
Reimbursements for grade crossings ......... -
Sinking and other permanent funds . . . . . . . . ' . 19,393,133.70
Another 158,298.27
RECAPITULATION.
Revenue and offsets to outlays ....
Premiums ........
Municipal indebtedness .....
Transfers and refunds ......
Agency, trust, and investment ....
Total receipts ......










1 Includes S59.27 from administration of trust funds.
2 Includes gtis. See footnotes on pages 12 and 22.
8 Includes $26,290 applied to payment of interest on loans.
* Includes $8,000 from investment fund.
P.D. 79. 27
Graded According to Population of 1935— Concluded.




Protection of persons and property......... 27,589,917.22









Public service enterrprises ........... 9,713,694.46




Administration of trust funds .......... 189,013.00
Interest 15,776,786.46
Loans, general purposes . . . . . . . . . . . ^9,443,570.19
Loans, public service enterprises .......... 6,332,363.77
Loans, cemeteries ............ 862.50
Outlays 20,866,893.10
Departmental 16,733,537.77
General government ........... 50,477.65
Protection of persons and property......... 409,331.43












Municipal indebtedness .......... 185,857,572.67
From sinking funds ^6,695,227.09
From revenue and other sources .......... * 35,812,912.99
Bonds refunded, current year .......... 3,952,931 . 52
Temporary loans (including revenue loans) ........ 137,264,819.95
Warrants or orders, previous years ......... 2,131,681.12
Transfers 10,476,893.46
To sinking fur^ds from revenue .......... 1,056,247 .90
Allother 9,420,645.58
Refunds 2,475,828.59
Agency, trust, and investment ......... 28,123,466.72
Taxes and licenses for State 6,986,472.33
Taxes for county 7,660,284.82
Expenditures for grade crossings .......... -
Sinking and other permanent funds ......... 13,307,725,81
Allother 168,983.76
RECAPITULATION.
Maintenance and interest .....
Permanent debt (except from sinking funds) .
Sinking fund requirements from revenue
Outlays ........
Permanent debt from sinking funds
Bonds refunded, current year ....
Temporary loans ......
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and refunds
Agency, trust, and investment ....
Total payments .....























* Includes gas. See footnotes on pages 13 and 23.
2 Includes 871,929.56 paid from Federal grants for outlays.
3 Includes serial payments amounting to S646,227.09 and $8,000 from investment fund.
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Table IV. Detail of Departmental Earnings (Col.
7. Schools.
P.D. 79.
D, Table III) — Con.
Cities.
P.D. 79. 41
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Table VII. — Maintenance of Departments
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Table XII. — Relation of Indebtedness to Valuation— 1935.
Note.—;The valuation given in this table is the assessors' valuation of real and personal property, including
motor vehicles, as of January 1, 1935, together with the supplemental assessment of December, 1935.
The total debt shown in this table is the funded or fixed debt. This amount differs from the total debt shown
iATable XI, which includes funded or fixed debt and also temporary debt. If the amount of revenue loans,
otler temporary loans, exclusive of 830,000 in Quincy (see footnote on page 70), tax title loans, and warrants




































































Sl,024,455.10 $162,305.81 $90,747.88 .$771,401.41
20,892.56 7,597.13 13,295.43
6,247.04 - 6,247.04
81,084.45 4,723.85 5,236.44 71,124.16
100,976.22 42,703.24 10,241.03 48,031.95
66,498.91 54,524.05 7,163.98 4,810.88
38,386.74 3,226.34 3,575.68 31,584.72
40,969.90 3,865.15 3,174.95 33,929.80
44,951.14 3,934.15 3,251.91 37,765.08
31,576.85 1,964.21 2,177.83 27,434.81
22,011.72 19,454.18 2,557.54
22,366.80 1,469.10 1,628.59 19,269.11
18,612.99 1,525.92 1,688.60 15,398.47
1,778.58 844.13 934.45
$1,534,077.27 $13,268.27 $1,520,809.00 $308,137.26 $151,921.35 $1,060,750.39
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Summary of financial Transactions













Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc. ....
Licenses and permits.....
Fines and forfeits .....






To meet expenses .....




Protection of persons and property
.














On sinking funds .....




























































Offsets to outlays ......
Departmental .
. . . . , ,
Public service enterprises .....
Cemeteries .......
Municipal indebtedness .....
Loans, general purposes .....
Loans, public service enterprises ....
Loans, cemeteries ......
Bonds refunded, current year ....
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
.




From sinking funds ......
All other ........
Refunds ........
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State ....
Taxes for county ......
Reimbursements for grade crossings





















Agency, trust, and investment
Total receipts


















General government ........... 160,124.97
Protection of persons and property......... 746,738.03









Public iervice enterprises ........... 260,447 . 63
Eleotrio light ............ -
Water 250,447.63
All other ............. -
Cemeteries 1S,Z76.25
Admini$tration of trust funds .......... -
Interest 265,602.80
Loans, general purposes ........... 148,278 .68
Loans, public service enterprises .......... 117,324.12
Loans, cemeteries ............ -
Outlays 218,568.53
Departmental 195,132.26
General government ........... 160.00
Protection of persons and property
. . . . . . . . .
2,217.22








Public service enterprises .'.'.'.'.'.'.','.'.'. 23,273.73
Electric light ............ -
Water 23,273.73
All other ..........'... -
Cemeteries ............. 162.64
Municipal indebtedness 2,031,088.15
From sinking funds ............ -
From revenue and other sources .......... 431,088.15
Bonds refunded, current year .......... —
Temporary loans (including revenue loans) ........ 1,600,000 .00
Warrants or orders, previous years ......... -
Transfers .............. -
To sinking funds from revenue .......... —
All other
Refunds 2,199.34
Agency, trust, and investment ......... 465,778.81
Taxes and licenses for State 218,461.94
Taxes for county ............ 151,776 .80
Expenditures for grade crossings .......... -
Sinking and other permanent funds ......... 90,598.87
All other 4,94i -^0
RECAPITULATION.
Maintenance and interest .....
Permanent debt (except from sinking funds) .
Sinking fund requirements from revenue
Outlays ........
Permanent debt from sinking funds
Bonds refunded, current year ....
Temporary loans ......
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and refunds
Agency, trust, and investment ....
Total payments .....











Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.





Summary of Financial Transactions. Town
D. 79.


































Administration of trust funds .
iterest ....
[Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans
Warrants or orders, previous years
ansfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
ifunds ....
.ency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings




































































































































































































rmanent debt (except from sinking funds)
iking fund requirements from revenue
itlays .......
rmanent debt from sinking funds .
nds refunded, current year
mporary loans .....
ansfers (except to sinking funds) and
refunds ......
;ency, trust, and investment .
Total payments ....






























214,690.78 320,399 . 67
$3,032,979.70 $1,927,541.07 $2,619,888.91 $2,490,001.26
1 Includes $8,000 paid from sewer assessment fund.
86 P.D. 79.
Table I, — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.




Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
?.D. 79.
raded According to Population of 19S5— Continued.
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90 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79. 91


































Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .
























From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
TcLxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
































































































































































Permanent debt (except from sinking funds)
Sinking fund requirements from revenue
Outlays.......
Permanent debt from sinking funds .
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans .....
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and
refunds ......
Agency, trust, and investment .
Total payments ....





































$1,453,790.77 $2,300,191.01 $1,290,599.57 $1,163,822.81
1 Includes 877,721.22 for Leonard Morse Hospital.
' Includes 825,808.26 for Hunt Memorial Hospital.
' For Leonard Morse Hospital.
92 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.
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From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans
Warrants or orders, previous years
'ransfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
lefunds ....
Lgency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings



















































































































































































'ermanent debt (except from sinking funds)
'?inking fund requirements from revenue
Outlaj's .......
i'ermanent debt from sinking funds .
3onds refunded, current year
Temporary loans .....
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and
refunds ......
\^gency, trust, and investment .
Total payments ....
























Taxes . . .
_
.
Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits







































Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
^D. 79. 103
Traded According to Population of 1935 —
104 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79. 105

































Administration of trust funds
Interest
Loans, general purposes .





















From revenue and c'.her sources
Bojids refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
, Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
^?ency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Truces for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings
Sinking and other permanent funds
A II other ....
$292,948.76
106 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79. 107
Graded According to Population of 19S5 —
108 P.D. 79.
Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79.
Graded According to Population of 1935— Continued.
109
110 P.D. 79.
Table I. —Surnmary of Financial Transactions. Towns
P.D. 79. Ill




























































From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
\gency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
.
Expenditures for grade crossings
























































































Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits






























On trust and investment funds
All other ....
$353,954.61 $172,019.57 $438,849.40 $670,766.67
263,147.33
P.D. 79.
































































From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans {including revenue
Warrants or orders, previous years
ransfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
gency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings






























































































Property, poll, and income
Corporation, banlc, etc.
lAcenses and permits




























On trust and investment funds
All other ....


































































































Administration of trust funds .
interest ....
Loans, general purposes .





















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Elefunds ....
/Vgency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings










Taxes 362,114.52 151,061 .p.^
Property, poll, and income 358,510.96 157,995.15
Corporation, bank, eto 3,603.56 1,066.49
Licenses and permita S,479.75 2,245.15
Fines and forfeits 4,820.60 2,418.25
Grantt and gifts 4,983.68 2,425.17
For expenses 1,915.56 1,090.45
For outlays 3,068.12 1,334.72
All other .......... - -
Commercial 70,499.22 20,581.47
Special assessments ........ 3,889.18 -
To meet expenses ........ - -
To meet outlays 3,889.^5
Privileges 19,737.97 6,852.31
Departmental 10,782.56 10,053.36
General government . 1,747.20 63.87
Protection of persons and property ..... 188.87 160.45
Health and sanitation 1,859.96 559.15
Highways 1,833.75 3.85
Charities 1,762.72 8,978.19
Soldiers' benefits 50.00 120.00
Schools 690.77
Libraries .......... - 9 . 35
Recreation 2,641.03
Unclassified 8.25 158.50
Public service enterprises........ 29,367.73 —
Electric light ......... - -
Water 29,357.73
All other .......... - -
Cemeteries - 248.00
Interest 6,731.79 4,027.80
On sinking funds ........ - —
On trust and investment funds 273.83 302.90
All other 6,457.96 3,724.90
NON-REVENUE. $63,181.82 $107,404.43
Offsets to outlays , 12,119.73
Departmental 10,943.90
Public service enterprises........ 1,176.83 —
Cemeteries .......... — —
Municipal indebtedness - 81,500.00
Loans, general purposes ........ — 1,600.00
Loans, public service enterprises ...... — —
Loans, cemeteries ......... — —
Bonds refunded, current year ....... — —
Temporary loans (including revenue loans) .... - 80,000 . 00
Unpaid warrants or orders, current year ..... — -
Premiums .......... — —
Transfers - 261.78
From sinking funds ........ — -
Another - 261.78
Refunds 2,959.09 534.87
Agency, trust, and investment 48,103.00 25,107.78
Taxes and licenses for Stale ' 17,739.18 7,700.00
Taxes for county 18,233.36 6,196.11
Reimbursements for grade crossings ...... — -
Sinking and other permanent funds 11,166.26 10,004.27
Another 964.20 1,207.40
RECAPITULATION.
Revenue and offsets to outlays $457,026.40 $186,731.68
Premiums .......... - -
Municipal indebtedness ........ - 81,500.00
Transfers and refunds 2,959.09 796.65
Agency, trust, and investment 48,103.00 25,107.78
Total receipts
. $508,088.49 $294,136.11
Balance on hand, including funds . . ... 85,090.48 16,483.60
GRAND TOTAL $593,178.91 $310,619.61
P.D. 79.










Departmental . . . . .
General government . . . .







Recreation . . . . .
Pensions ......
Unclassified . . . . .
Public service enterprises ....




Administration of trust funds
Interest .......
Loans, general purposes . . . .
Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries . . . . .
Outlays .......
Departmental . . . . .
General government . . . .
Protection of persons and property






. . . . .
Unclassified . . . . .
Public service enterprises
. . . .







From sinking funds . . . .
From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ......




Agency, trust, and investment
Taxi's and licenses for State
Taxes for county . . . . .
Expenditures for grade crossings



















































































Maintenance and interest ....
Permanent debt (except from sinking funds)
Sinking fund requirements from revenue
Outlays .......
Permanent debt from sinking funds
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans .....
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and refunds
Agency, trust, and investment
Total payments





















Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
AGGREGATE RECEIPTS (87 TOWNS). ^°976 32?*^
REVENUE. $62,379,497.26
General ... 49,031,686.86
Taxes ... 46,932,251 .SS
Property, poll, and income .......... 45,726,945 . 55
Corporation, bank, eto 1,205,306.03
Licenses and permits
. . . . . . . . . . . .
670,869.96
Fines and forfeits US,069. 68




Commercial ... ........ 13,347,810.40
Special assessments ............ 445,570.32
To meet expenses............ 85,658.24





General government .... ....... 132,538.61
Protection of persons and property......... 52,344.16








Public service enterprises ........... 6,938,204.64





On sinking funds 11,936.89
On trust and investment funds . . . . . . . . . 167,745.40
All other 890,219.95
NON-REVENUE. $41,231,735.68
Oflsets to outlays 1,220,904.82
Departmental 1,170,027.82
Public seroice enterprises ........... 43,845.83
Cemeteries ............. 7,031.17
Municipal indebtedness 33,247,773.77
Loans, general purposes ........... 2,649,900 .00
Loans, public service enterprises .......... 638,160.00
Loans, cemeteries ............ —
Bonds refunded, current year .......... 234,274.61
Temporary ZooTis (including revenue loans) ........ 29,767,500.00
Unpaid warrants or orders, current year ........ 45,756 .22
Premiums 12,192.94
Transfers 558,517.63
From, sinking funds ............ 53,000.00
Another 605,517.63
Refunds 240,183.95
Agency, trust, and investment ......... 5,964,355.51
Taxes and licenses for State 2,162,774.07
Taxes for county 2,068,331 . 68
Reimbursements for grade crossings ......... -
Sinking and other permanent funds ......... 1,547,765.46
Another 185,494-30
RECAPITULATION.
Revenue and offsets to outlays $63,600,402.08
Premiums 12,192.94
Municipal indebtedness .... 33,235,580.83
Transfers and refunds ............ 798,701 . 58
Agency, trust, and investment .......... 5,964,355.51
Total receipts $103,611,232.94
Balance on hand, including funds ... ..... 8,696,843.85
GRAND TOTAL
. . $112,308,076.79
1 Includes $179.02 from administration of trust funds.
2 Includes 3143,986.54 from municipal general hospitals.
' Includes gas. See footnotes on pp. 86 and 102.
?.D. 79.
'raded According to Population of 1935— Concluded.
127



















Administration of trust funds
nterest ....
Loans, general purposes



















From sinking funds .
From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers . ...
To sinking funds from revenue
All other
Refunds .....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxe$ for county
Expenditures for grade crossings .














































































[Maintenance and interest ........... $49,230,202.45
Permanent debt (except from sinking funds) ........ ^ 5,830,440.10
Sinking fund requirements from revenue ........ 8,287.23
putlays 8,834,467.87
[Permanent debt from sinking funds ......... 53,000.00
Bonds refunded, current year .......... ^?^'^I^'®
Temporary loans ............ 31,458,622.35
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and refunds ....... 790,414.35
Agency, trust, and investment .......... 5,816,809.47
Total payments $102,256,518.43
Balance on hand, including fuTida .......... 10,051,558.36
GRAND TOTAL $112,308,076.79
1 Includes 3235,619.24 for municipal general hospitals.
2 Includes gas. See footnotes on pp. 87 and 103.
' Includes $6,649.84 for municipal general hospitals.
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Table III. — Relation of Indebtedness to Valuation — 1935. W
Note.—;The valuation given in this table is the assessors' valuation of real and personal property, includiEF^
motor vehicles, as of January 1, 1035, together with the supplemental assessment of Deoember, lO.iS. |
The total debt shown in this table is the funded or fixed debt. This amount differs from the total debt showi
in Table II, which includes funded or fixed debt and also temporary debt. If the amount of revenue loans, oth(i
temporary loans, exclusive of S5,000 in Dracut (see footnote on p. 131), tax title loans, and warrants or orders I |I
deducted from the total debt shown in Table II, the result will give the funded or fixed debt shown in Table II
D. 79.
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$432,091.40 $6,498.19 $425,593.21 $238,881.48 $30,434.40 $156,277.33
The following towns over 5,000 population made no sinking and loan fund payments in 1935 to the State on
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SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS




Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towm
.D. 79.









raded According to Population of 19S5 — Continued.
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Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits




















































































































Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries
.
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)






Agrency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for Slate
Taxes for county ....
Reimbursements for grade crossings
.











































Agency, trust, and investment
Total receipts




















Traded According to Population of 1935— Continued.
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152 P.D. 79.
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Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
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Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licennes and permils




























On trust and investment funds
All other ....
$176,348.01 $164,134.19 $157,168.78 $232,330.07
148,721.53
P.D. 79. 161


































Admi7iistration of trust funds
Interest
Loons, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings
































































Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
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Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, genrral purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year ,
Temporary loans (including revenue loar
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county . . . '
Expenditures for grade crossings
Sinking and other permanent funds
All other ....
$217,857.33
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NON-REVENUE,





Loans, yeneral purposes .
Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries .
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)






Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for Slate
Taxes for county ....
Reimbursement.t for grade crossings .















































Administration of trust funds
Interest
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, currerit year .
Temporary loans (including revenue
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings




Permanent debt (except from sinking funds)
Sinking fund requirements from revenue
Outlays.......
Permanent debt from sinking funds .
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans .....
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and
refunds ......
Agency, trust, and investment .
Total payments ....
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Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits






























On trust and investment funds
All other ....

















































































Agency, trust, and investment .
Total receipts







































































































From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
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Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .





















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ...
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
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From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
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Summary of Financial Transactions. Towml
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Administration of trust funds .
nterest ....
Loans, general purposes .






















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
\gency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
Sinking and other permanent funds
All other ....
$121,795.93
190 P.D. 79. p,

















Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits




























On trust and investment funds
All other ....























































































Agency, trust, and investment .
Total receipts
Balance on hand, including funds
GRAND TOTAL
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Administration of trust funds
Interest
Loans, general purposes .





















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year ,
Temporary loans (including revenue
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from, revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings
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Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits
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.From revenue and other sources
'Bonds refunded, current year .
{Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
ransfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
efunds ....
gency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
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From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings
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Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits
Fines and forfeits .
































































Administration of trust funds
Interest
Loans, general purposes .





















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
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From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
.
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To siiiking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
































































































































From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
T'mporary loans (including revenue loans
Warrants or orders, previous years
fransfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for Stale
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings

















Taxes . . .
_
.
Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits








































































































NON-REVENUE. $13,088.60 $74,929.43 $19,625.53
Offsets to outlays ....
D. 79.

































idminisiraiion of trust funds
erest
[joans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
ansfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
efunds ....
jency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county . . _ .
Expenditures for grade crossings




ermanent debt (except from sinking funds)
nking fund requirements from revenue
utlays .......
ermanent debt from sinking funds .
onds refunded, current year
emporary loans . . .
ransfers (except to sinking funds) and
refunds . .
gency, trust, and investment .
Total payments ....


















































































Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits























































Loans, public service enterprises
Loans, cemeteries .
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)






Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county ....
Reimbursements for grade crossings
.















































































From revenue and other sources
Bonds re.funded, current year
.
Temporary loans (including revenue loans
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
jRefunds ....
1 Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for Slate
Taxes for county .
j
Expenditures for grade crossings
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Administration of trust funds
Interest
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings
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Administration of trtist funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, cwrent year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
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Administration of trust funds
Interest
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sin king funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
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' From sinking funds
\ From revenue and other sources
I Bonds refunded, current year .
I
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
I
Warrants or orders, previous years
I
rransfers ....
[ To sinking funds from revenue
I All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
I
Expenditures for grade crossings














































































Table I. — Summary of Financial Transactions. Towns
RECEIPTS.
Florida Westhatnpton Boxborough Wendell
Population PopuriATioN Population Population





Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits

































Graded According to Population of 1935 Continued.
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PAYMENTS.
Florida Westhampton Boxborough Wendell
PoptiLATiON Population Population Population



















Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .





















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year ^
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings















































































Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.
Licenses and permits




































































Administration of trust funds .
Interest
. ...
Loans, general purposes .





















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for Slate
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings

































































































Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings











































Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
Tn sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings






































































































From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings





































































































Permanent debt (except from sinking funds)
Sinking fund requirements from revenue
Outlays.......
Permanent debt from sinking funds .
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans .....
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and
refunds ......
Agency, trust, and investment .
Total payments ....
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Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes





















From revenue and other sources
Bond< refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county .
Expenditures for grade crossings




Permanent debt (except from sinking funds)
Sinking fund requirements from revenue
Outlays.......
Permanent debt from sinking funds .
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans .....
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and
refunds ......
Agency, trust, and investment .
Total payments ....



































































































































































































Administration of trust funds .
Interest ....
Loans, general purposes .




















From revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans (including revenue loans
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers ....
To sinking funds from revenue
All other ....
Refunds ....
Agency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxes for county
Expenditures for grade crossings
























































































Permanent debt (except from sinking funds)
Sinking fund requirements from revenue
Outlays.......
Permanent debt from sinking funds .
Bonds refunded, current year .
Temporary loans .....




Agency, trust, and investment .
Total payments ....












Property, poll, and income . .......... 3,551.32
Corporation, bank, etc. ........... .45
Licenses and permits ............ -
Fines and forfeits ............. -
Orants and yifts ............. 8,702.91
For expenses ............. 6,752.91
For outlays 1,950.00
All other .............. -
Commercial .............. 110.76
Special astsessments ............ -
To meet expenses ............ -
To meet outlays ............ -
Privileyes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46.53
Departmental ............. 6.06
General government ............ 1.05
Protection of persons and property ......... -








Puhlic service enterprises ........... —





On sinking funds ............ -
On trust and investment funds .......... 32.26
All other 6.92
NON-REVENUE. $466.93
Offsets to outlays............. -
Departmental ............. -
Public service enterprises ........... -
Cemeteries .............. -
Municipal indebtedness ........... —
Loans, general purposes............ -
Loans, public service enterprises .......... -
Loans, cemeteries .............. —
Bonds, refunded, current year........... -
Tempprarj/ Ioan« (including revenue loans) ........ —
Unpaid warrants or orders, current year ......... —
Premiums ............... -
Transfers .............. ~
From sinking funds ............ -
All other .............. -
Refunds 89.90
Agency, trust, and investment .......... 377.03
Taxes and licenses for State . . . , . . . . . . . 100. 40
Taxes for county . . . . . . . . . . . . . 179.30
Reimbursements for grade crossings .......... —
Sinking and other permanent funds .......... 87.13
All other 10. SO
RECAPITULATION.
Revenue and offsets to outlays.......... $12,365.44
Premiums .............. -
Municipal indebtedness ............ -
Transfers and refunds ............ 89.90
Agency, trust, and investment ........... 377.03
Total receipts...... ..... $12,832.37
Balance on hand, including funds ... ...... 2,027.29
GRAND TOTAL $14,859.66
P.D. 79. 261






General govermnent ............ 449.82
Protection of persons and property ......... 584.91
Health and sanitation ........... 6.92
Highways 6,739.20
Charities 339.40






Public service enterprises ........... —
Electric light ............. -
Water
All other .............. —
Cemeteries .............. BB .00
Administration of trust funds ........... -
nterest .............. —
Loans, general purposes............ -
Loans, public service enterprises .......... -
Loans, cemeteries ............. —
)utlays . 1,425.75
Departmental 1,4S5.76
General government ............ -
Protection of persons and property ........ -







Public service enterprises ........... —
Electric light ............. -
Water .............. -
All other .............. -
Cemeteries .............. -
Municipal indebtedness ........... —
From sinking funds ............. —
Prom revenue and other sources .......... —
Bonds refunded, current year ........... —
Temporary loans (including revenue loans) ........ -
Warraiits or orders, previous years .......... —
Transfers .............. —
To sinking funds from revenue .......... —




\gency, trust, and investment .......... 409.29
Taxes and licenses for State ........... WO. 40
Taxes for county . . . . . . . . . . . . . 179. SO
Expenditures for grade crossings .......... -
Sinking and other permanent funds .......... 119.39
All oth^r 10.20
RECAPITULATION.
\Iaintenance and interest............ $9,966.72
Permanent debt (except from sinking funds) ........ -
linking fund requirements from revenue ......... -
Dutlays 1,425.75
Permanent debt from sinking funda .......... -
Bonds refunded, current year ........... -
irem.porary loans ............. -
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and refunds ........ 89.90
Igency, trust, and investment ........... 409 . 29
Total payments $11,891.66
3alance on hand, including funds . . . . . . . . . . S,968. 00
I GRAND TOTAL $14,859.66
262 P.D. 79.
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Property, poll, and income
Corporation, bank, etc.....
Licenses and permits.....
Fines and forfeits .....
Grants and gifts .....
For expenses .....









Protection of persons and property .














On sinking funds .....



























































Offsata to outlaya ......
Departmental . . . .
Public service enterprises .....
Cemeteries .......
Municipal indebtedneaa .....
Loans, general purposes .....
Loans, public service enterprises ....
Loans, cemeteries ......
Bonds refunded, current year ....
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
.
Unpaid warrants or orders, current year
Premiums .......
Transfara ........
From sinking funds ......
Another
Refunda ........
A.g«ncy, tru*t, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State ....
Taxes for county ......
Reimbursem.ents for grade crossings






















Revenue and offsets to outlaya .......... 826,582,399 . 20
Premiums .............. 3,856.37
Municipal indebtedness 10,592,886.55
Transfers and refunds ............ 254,558.52
Agency, trust, and investment .......... 2,711,154.36
Total receipts $40,144,855.00
Balance on hand, including funds .......... 3,962,137.30
GRAND TOTAL $44,106,992.30
1 Includes $835.38 from administration of trust funds.
P.D. 79. 263
Graded According to Population of 1935 — Concluded.



















Administration of trust funds
Interest ......
Loans, general purposes



















From sinking funds ....
From, revenue and other sources
Bonds refunded, current year
Temporary loans (including revenue loans)
Warrants or orders, previous years
Transfers......
To sinking funds from revenue
Another
Refunds ......
Agrency, trust, and investment
Taxes and licenses for State
Taxfs for county ....
Expenditure:* for grade crossings .




























































Maintenance and interest .....
Permanent debt (except from sinking funds) .
Sinking fund reqmrements from revenue
Outlays ........
Permanent debt from sinking funds
Bonds refunded, current year ....
Temporary loans ......
Transfers (except to sinking funds) and refunds
Agency, trust, and investment ....
Total payments......

















1 Includes S2,800 paid from Federal grants for outlays.
2 Includes S30,000 paid from Federal grants for outlays; $1,800 paid from proceeds of sale of electric light



































Outstanding Indebtedness Classified by Character of











WarrantsLoans t., T;fi« Loans for ^T?»°nf^





























































































Table III. — Relation of Indebtedness to Valuation— 1935.
Note.—-The valuation given in this table is the assessors' valuation of real and personal property, including
motor vehicles, as of January 1, 1935, together with the supplemental assessment of December, 1935.
The total debt shown in this table is the funded or fixed debt. This amount diScrs from the total debt shown
in Table II, which includes funded or fixed debt and also temporary debt. If the amount of revenue and other
temporary loans, exclusive of $115,000 in Deerfield (see footnote on p. 266), tax title loans, and warrants or
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1 Serial loans amounting to $1,068.43 were paid from sea wall assessment reserve.
2 Serial loans amounting to $15,000 were paid from Federal grants for outlays.
' Serial loans amounting to 81,800 were paid from proceeds of sale of electric light plant.
* County hospital debt of $1,000 was paid from gifts for outlays.
P.D. 79. 281
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BY CITIES AND TOWNS
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TABULAR INDEX: FOR CITIES.
The statistical presentatious for the cities includL- the following tables:
^
Sunimaiy of Financial Transactions.
Receipts from General Revenue.
Receipts from Commercial Revenue.
Detail of Departmental Earnings.
Interest Receipts.
Summary of Revenue Receipts.
Maintenance of Departments.











Tabular Index: For Cities— Concluded.
Svimmary of Maintenance.
Interest Payments.
Outstanding Indebtedness Classified by Cliaracter of Obligation —
Ri'lation of Indebtedness to Valuation — 1935.
Debt Transactions for 1935 Classified by Character of Obligation.
Sinking and Loan Fund Payments to the State — 1935.





TABULAR INDEX: FOR TOWNS.
The statistical presentations for the towns include the following tables:
Table 1. Summary of Financial Transactions.
Table II. Outstandinc Indebtedness Cla.'^sified by Character of Obligation
Table HI. Relation of Indolitedness to Vahiation — 1935.
Table IV. Debt Transactions for 1935 Classified by Character of Obligation.
Tablk V. Sinking and Loan Fund Payments to the State — 1935.
Table VI. Method of Meeting Debt Requirements from Taxation — 1935.
























































































Tabular Index: For Towns— Continued.
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Tabular Index: For Towns— Continued.
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Tabular Index: For Towns— Concluded.

